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TAXI INDUSTRY — PORT HEDLAND 
Statement 

HON JACKIE JARVIS (South West) [10.07 pm]: I reflect on the comments of Hon Neil Thomson. I spent 
a good 30 seconds doing some extensive research and looking at some social media posts. I note that the member 
for Pilbara, my office buddy, Kevin Michel, met with taxidrivers more than five days ago. There is a Facebook post 
and I am happy to read it. Obviously, I cannot table it. Five days ago, Kevin Michel, member for Pilbara, said — 

I met with some local Hedland taxi drivers yesterday to discuss and hear their concerns about antisocial 
behaviour in Hedland. 
I know local Police are focused on cracking down on this kind of behaviour, and the State Government 
is boosting Police resources in the Pilbara. I will continue to liaise with taxi drivers, Police and the 
community on ways to tackle this abhorrent behaviour. 

There is a photo accompanying that — 
Several members interjected. 
The PRESIDENT: Order! Members expect to be heard in silence. They should pay that respect to the member on 
their feet. 
Hon JACKIE JARVIS: There is a photo accompanying the post of the member meeting with at least four taxidrivers. 
I know that social media posts do not necessarily reflect the date that something happened, but two days ago, 
Hon Neil Thomson posted a photo of himself meeting with a single taxidriver—I also acknowledge that he may have 
met with more—stating that he will raise this matter in Parliament. A sceptic could suggest that perhaps Hon Neil 
Thomson was scrolling through social media posts and choosing which issues to jump on board with on this matter. 
Given that the member for Pilbara is not in this place, I thought that I would take the opportunity to highlight the 
great work he does in his electorate. 
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